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Abstract. This article aims to explore the values in the formulation of character
building in formal education which are rooted in local wisdom values that can still
be strong in guarding character formation in a boundaryless era. The method in
this article used a review of several scientific articles documents. Values sublime
rooted in nation strong in history life nation becomes base for the inner country,
in this case, is Indonesian Ministry of Education and Culture for set qualifica-
tion standard competence level formal education graduates elementary until high
school. The set character in Graduate Competency Standard, is implemented in
the curriculum specifically component attitude, and taught in sequence learning.
The principle applied to formal education, to students with the method of teacher
pedagogy is to give understanding, training in habituation, and giving exemplary.
The expected impact that is character students positively is knowing which one
is good, designing good things, and doing a good thing. With positive character,
students will fortify from the bad influence of the boundaryless era and can be
dynamic well in boundaryless era.
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1 Introduction

As a consequence of the development of information technology, now, humans are
flooded with the influence of information. Humans live in two worlds that are real
and virtual. When someone starts accessing virtual information by passing a connected
device via the internet, there are no territory boundaries or other limits that get in the
way. Now, everyone can contact anyone, and access it wherever and whenever. This time
is called the boundaryless era. The 21st century is the century that has characteristics
of being open and unlimited in access to information and communication. This 21st
century is the century with framed cyber-culture, then digital education is very precise
given to students. Accompanied digital education with development character expected
capable fortifying user internet information from negative influence [10].

In a boundaryless era, there are a lot of benefits tht can take. Survey on people’s
preferences for receiving education and tools to deal with mental health symptoms
through social media using Twitter as an online platform. The results indicated that 85%
of respondents favored receiving mental health programs through social media, 72% for
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understanding health and welfare, and 90% prefer turning to social media to gain new
ways to cope with mental health symptoms.Mental health practitioners can utilize social
media to raise awareness about risks such as privacy, safety, cyberbullying, stigma, and
discrimination [21]. In another research, Grove, in 2019, also found that social media
could serve as a tool for family members seeking information to gain more education
about a loved one mental illness [11].

On the other side, they are a lot of problems that come up. Users of social media
may experience bullying, shaming, and negative responses to their posts. These users
may also experience discomfort due to the comparison of their self-image and life satis-
faction to other users. Additionally, negative social media behaviors can cause isolation,
depression, and mood changes based on negative content users see while scrolling [6].
Multiple studies have found social media use as a contributing link to various mental
health symptoms associatedwith depression, anxiety, low self-esteem, and negativewell-
being [2, 13, 15]. Individuals may experience feelings of social isolation, depression,
insecurity, jealousy, and poor self-esteem while using social media. Some individuals
develop cognitive distortions when comparing their lives to other users’ content, which
may lead to feelings of sadness and depression [2]. Using social media, a study of cyber-
bullying in the workplace and found that out of 3,666 participants, 30% reported being
victimized and cyberbullied in the workplace [18].

In the publication research “The impact of social media onMental Health conducted
by Koehler and Parrell in 2020, mentioned of the 95 respondents, 100% believe that
Social media impact on mental health [20].

Then, about “Knowledge of SocialMedia Impact onMental Health” there are 32%of
respondents say that social media very knowledgeable on mental health (look at Fig. 1).
Major beliefs of social media’s impact on Mental Health are:

• Negativeimpacts:Lowself-esteem,increased depression, increased anxiety
• Positiveimpacts:Increasedsocial support/connectedness

oneway you can conduct for fortifying yourself from the negative impact of the inter-
net in this boundaryless era is to strengthen your character positively. The strengthening
of character could be conducted in all social layers, starting from family, the nearest
social environment, and the formal education environment.

Fig. 1. Knowledge of Social Media Impact on Mental Health
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This paper was critical thinking from a review of several books on character edu-
cation, some research on character education, and several thought or theories about
character education. Based on those reviews, the question is “What formal education
strategy in building characters in the boundaryless era”?

2 Urgency Character Building Through Character Education

A nation will reach a level of progress and stay exist in competition in the boundaryless
era when the people have good quality. A nation with people who have good quality
character will be capable move all areas of activity, among others could increase the
spirit compete, improve personal qualities, improve interpersonal collaboration, and so
on so that good character will lead to changes throughout aspects of life [17]. Character
is a culmination of attitude, behavior, motivation, and individual skills [4]. Because of
that, education character looked at as the best solution for overcoming the problems of
the Indonesian nation.

Character education help student to know kindness, like kindness, and do deed well
[26]. Education character emphasizes the formation of positive character social ability
(social skills), and individual emotions [5, 24]. The strategic reason why education
character is implanted in students at school, is because through formal education values
could implant in the materials lesson that was delivered. Education character is those
endeavors conducted in a systematic and simultaneous manner by educators to increase
the character values and the quality of child education through growing up positive
character values. Method this effective enough because students who are not too aware
have done two activities at a time which is understood and also improves character
quality [30].

Individuals who have good character have characteristic features among others have
a good understanding, quality good social connections, and good attitude and behavior
[16]. Further, the effect of planting values character could increase suchpersonal qualities
becomes personal trust, integrity, high passion, toughness, persistence, mutual respect,
fair behavior, and responsible [23, 27].

3 Formal Education, Curriculum, and Education Character

Development curriculummust consider relevance, meaning in accordance with demands
and developments of the times [14]. Character education is an effort to give understand-
ing to related students with values, morals, and character that must be displayed in a
manner responsible answer, in dimensions personal nor as part of the community [19].
Educate characters in the 21st century must have an integrative paradigm among human-
being with techno-being, blending in harmoniously so that students have technological
competence and no lost teak self humanity, so it will become a professional and moral
generation [9]. The power of character or strength required character for growing life.
Therefore, browse is a country that has prepared education for the student so that ready
to face global dynamics, and will read from policy of applicable curriculum [8].
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Positive character is actually formulated by society’s predecessor as values local
wisdom. In Javanese culture there are values that become Indonesian people character,
that is character of:

• Syukur lan narimo (Religious), that is address a form of life enjoyment and pleasure
or pain and suffering that believed as given by God. This is reflected in character
surrendering of themselves and always being ready to accept with sincerity without
blame someone else.

• Andap asor (low heart), that is attitude and behavior always put self below others,
and always uphold tall the dignity and worth of others. In this arise a philosophical “
wani ngalah duwur wekasane” which means whom happily behave give in and act
low heart to others, will exalted dignity and degree.

• Gotong royong (cooperation), is doing something professional in a way together and
voluntarily, either for the interested individual or together without reward.

• Tepa slira (tolerance), meaning that all something has done always be measured by
himself alone avoiding attitudes and actions that are not loved and always doing
actions that are liked by others. What other people feel as if self our follow feel it.

• Tresna asih (give love), is doing a deed or acting out of love. Give love to others for
good relations.

• Sumedulur (familial), that is behave and behave to others who are treated like their
family, so desire arises sacrifice for the family he loves.

• Nguwongke / ngajeni ( appreciate / respect), meaning behave in a way that other
people think is useful/meaningful for self or the group, so will respect appears or
value as well as consider the important existence of that person.

• Ojo dumeh (no bragging self), meaning attitude that is not happy proud self because
something its advantages good in a manner structural nor functional, so no will bring
up feeling behavior more high or more good from the others

• Sumeh ( friendly), is mirrored behavior with an attitude scold and a cheap smile and
easy sociable/flexible anywhere and to anyone he finds.

• Ora Aji mumpung, that is use obstacles from position or time to exploit and seek
profit good both materially and non-materially interest personal or group [32].

In “Standard competence graduate of every school” listed formulation of indicators
of success education character [1], which includes:

• Practiceadheredtoreligiousteachingsin accordance with the development step
• Understand the disadvantages and advantages themself.
• Show a confident attitude
• Obey rules of social prevailing in a more large environment
• Value diversity of religion, culture, ethnicity, race, and social economic class in

national scope
• Search and apply information from environment surroundings and sources in another

way logical, critical, and creative.
• Show the ability to think logically, critical, creative, and innovative
• Show the ability to study in a manner independent accordance with its potential
• Show the ability to analyze and solve a problem in daily life
• Describe symptoms of natural and social
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• Utilise the environment in a manner responsible for the answer
• Apply values of togetherness in life society, nation, and state for the sake of its

realization of unity in the Unitary State Republic of Indonesia (NKRI)
• Valuing art creation and culture national
• Valuing work duty and having the ability to work
• Apply life clean, healthy, fit, and safe and utilize time spare well.
• Communicate and interact in a manner effective and polite
• Understand rights and obligations of and others in association with society; value

facts different opinion
• Show passion read and writing script short simple
• Show listening skills, speaking, reading, and writing in Indonesian and languages

English in simple
• Know the necessary knowledge for following high education
• Have an entrepreneurship soul.

Firmansyah, Sauri, & Kosasih (2021) study aims to analyze loads of character and
gradation development of social students in the attitude domain as standard competence
graduates (SKL) in a curriculum that applies in Indonesia based on the regulation of
the Minister of Education and Culture (Permendikbud) of the Republic of Indonesia
(RI) number 20 of 2016 concerning Standard Competence Elementary and Secondary
Education Graduates. SKL is a qualification ability that targeted graduates to students
after they take activity learning at every level (Ministry of Education and Culture, 2016).
What is explored in this SCS is the attitude domain. The attitude domain covers spiritual
attitudes and social attitudes with scope education level:

• elementary school ( Elementary School - SD/Madrasah Ibtidaiyah -MI/ Outer
Elementary School Ordinary -SDLB/ Package A),

• Junior high school ( School Intermediate First SMP / Madrasah Tsanawiyah -MTs /
School Intermediate First Outside Ordinary -SMPLB/, Package B),

• Senior high school ( School SeniorHigh School- SMA/MadrasahAliyah-MA/ School
Outer Middle School Normal -SMALB/ Package C).

Based on analysis coding, found theme attitude important in the formation of
character, namely:

• believe and have faith in Almighty One God. Besides obedience ritually, a deeply
global challenge must form character student becomes personal that have the abil-
ity to maintain themselves by not doing bad think. Information received with com-
prehensive reasoning. Strength embodied character is honesty in communication,
including in it access and understanding information accompanied by high morals,
and preaching false and misleading information ( fake and hoax).

• character honesty and caring. Character honesty has a connection tightly with strong
belief/faith in the soul. Honest is synergy among feelings, words, and deeds as well
as suitability in its embodiment.

• long life learner. Reading is a condition main in learning, and abilities literacy is a
strong character. Ability read here covers whole track education (informal, formal,
and non-formal) and ongoing throughout life.
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• healthy physically and spiritually. Strength character from personal physical and
spiritual displayed in form control good self in various situations. Besides a style of a
healthy life, personal like this have reflective behavior attitude maintain and develop
health both of them so that displays a contributive and inspiring performance for
fellow.

• active in community social environment family, school, community and environment
surroundings, nation, and state. In-level school medium, expanding in the regional
area and continuing in the region internationally. Globalization era brings to the
direction of development social deep digital based form social real and social virtual
[10].

4 Principles of Character Education and Their Application

Theory of characters education actually have the same principle as philosophy taught
by Indonesian Education figure Ki Hajar Dewantara. The theory of character education
developed by Thomas Lickona consist of moral knowing, moral feeling, and moral
action shows that the practice of education character no will progress effectively when
the stakeholder’s school that has a role (head school, teachers, and students) no have
sufficient knowledge about morality, feelings, and heart moral, as well example behavior
moral. Head schools, teachers, and students with the knowledge, feelings, and behavior
moral must be capable give examples exemplary in life daily in accordance with values
characters, and morals developed at school, and the famous Ki Hajar Dewantara with his
philosophy teaches namely: Ing Ngarso Sung Tulodo, Ing Madya Mangun Karso, and
Tutwuri Handayani.Method teaching and education according to Ki Hajar Dewantara is
based on the " among system " namely: asah, asih and asuh. Method this includes: head,
heart, and five senses ( educate the head, the heart, and the hand). More continued Ki
Hadjar Dewantara want that Indonesian education must reflect the values of nationality
yourself, don’t copy other nations because of a different perspective. Education must
focus on the reinforcement of reason in thinking and moral, civilized, and have high
sensitivity to the interest nation. Education like this will be capable give contributing to
a big nation front, fine in a manner intellectual, social, and politics [22].

Education at school will progress smoothly, if in implementation notice a number
of principal education characteristics. The Ministry of National Education of Indonesia
gives a number of recommendation principles for realizing effective character education
as follows;

• Promote values base ethics as a character base
• Identify a character in a manner comprehensive covering thoughts, feelings, and

behavior
• Use sharp, proactive, and effective approaches to build character.
• Create a community school that has concerns.
• Give the opportunity to participant educate for showing good manners
• Have scope for a meaningful and challenging curriculum that values all participants

to educate, builds character, and helps them for success.
• endeavor growth motivation themselves to the participants educate.
• enable whole staff school as a shared moral community is not quite enough to answer

for education character and true to values same basis.
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• There is a distribution of moral leadership and support large in building initiative
education character.

• enable family and members Public as partners in the effort to build character.
• Evaluate character school, function staff school as teachers of character, and

manifestation character positive in life participant educate.
• Character education at school must be held in a manner sustainable, starting from the

beginning participants educate enter school until they graduate from school.
• Character education should be developed through all eye lessons integrated, through

the development of self and culture something unit education.
• Development of character values could be conducted with the development of self,

fine through counseling nor activity extracurricular
• Indeed values character permanently taught with process, knowledge (knowing),

doing (doing), and finally getting used to (habits).
• The educational process is conducted in a manner active ( active learning) and fun

by the participant’s students, while the teacher applies “ tutwuri handayani” [12].

Values character could learn and teach through proper pedagogy. There are several
approaches to pedagogy study score characters that can be compiled [7], namely:

• Study is a set of cognitive processes for reaching understanding ( insight), that is
understanding connectivity Among one part with a part other in something series
of problems [29]. Individuals will change their behavior when they understand the
intents and purposes of what they learned. For example, when students study the
meaning of tolerance, then the student must understand the definition of tolerance
and the purpose behave as tolerant, as well as the benefits and impacts of individuals
and deep interaction with other people.

• Second, repetition or habituation. Teachers get used to their students applying values
certain based on an agreement that has been made. For example, shared teacher-
student in one week apply “ smile, greet, greeting”, apply discipline and cleanliness,
and so on. The applied method in accordance with theory changes classical condi-
tioning behavior carried out by the characters Genre behaviorism namely Ivan Pavlov
and Edward Lee Thorndike [3]. For example, the teacher conveys the program that
has been agreed. After the program is implemented, the teacher gives a “ reward “
or rewards from praise or gifts other. This could raise the spirit of students to keep
going to apply values that have agreed on.

• Third, exemplary, that is planting values character through exemplary (modelling).
The teacher doesn’t only ask the student to practice values character positive, but the
teacher also has to practice it. Exemplary raises trust in students and teachers, and
trust is the foundation beginning for students to accept material taught by the teacher.
This way is proof effectiveness social learning theory pioneered by Albert Bandura
[28].
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5 Building Strategy Character Through the Formal Education
in the Boundaryless Era

Build process character through formal education, including a number of Things
important following:

• There are some values in the formulation of character building in formal education
which are rooted in local wisdom values, especially Javanese values (such as tepo
sliro, ojo dumeh, gotong royong, etc.) that can still be strong in guarding character
formation in a boundaryless era.

• Educational process character ideally started from the education age early the formal
education institution as well non-formal education. Character education is something
system planting values character to participant education which includes component
knowledge, awareness or will, and action for doing values. All components of edu-
cation must get attention among them curriculum, participants students, educators,
environment education, and facilities education [27].

• Education as a total effort and action must run through three institutions of education
namely, family, school, and society. Because it is necessary for the cohesiveness of
family education, schools education, and institutions of public education in organiz-
ing character education. Strengthening third-institution education show that educa-
tion character is very necessary for the framework anticipates problems in Century
increasingly future complex [25].

• Character is arranged from three mutual parts related namely: moral knowing (moral
knowledge), moral feeling ( moral feelings), and moral behavior ( moral behavior).
Good character consists of knowledge about goodness ( knowing the good), desire to
goodness ( desiring the good), and doing goodness ( doing the good). In thing this is
required habituation in thought ( habit of the mind), habituation in the heart ( habit
of the heart), and habituation in action ( habit of the action) [33].

• values character could be learned and taught through proper pedagogy. There are
several approaches to pedagogy study score character that can be compiled [7], ie
understanding, repetition or habituation, and exemplary. Application values character
at school covers the method that is mutually strengthened one each other. Foundation
for learning is understanding the material to be learned, the next material that has
been understood that practiced in amanner over and over again. In the application, the
teacher gives top rewards for meritorious behavior to become amplifier behavior it (
reinforcement). Next, implementation values must be supported by the environment,
among others supported by teachers and parents in exemplary behavior.

6 Conclusion

Strategic role of formal education in build characters in the boundaryless era can seen
from Fig. 2:

Values sublime rooted in nation strong in history life nation becomes base for the
inner country, in this case, is Indonesian Ministry of Education and Culture for set qual-
ification standard competence level formal education graduates elementary until high
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Fig. 2. The strategic role of formal education in building character positive in the boundaryless
era

school. The set character in SKL, is implemented in the curriculum specifically com-
ponent attitude, and taught in sequence learning. Principles of Character Education put
forward by character education experts actually have similarities with teachings from
an Indonesian education figure, Ki Hajar Dewantoro. The principle applied to students
with the method of teacher’s pedagogy is to give understanding, training in habituation,
and giving exemplary. The expected impact that is character students positively is know-
ing which one is good, designing good things, and doing a good thing. With positive
character, students will fortify from the bad influence of the boundaryless era and can
be dynamic well in this era. Family and society are Informal education actors that also
have a role big in the creation of a positive character generation.
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